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Fantastic, thrilling, exhilaratingâ€¦these are just some of the words which tourists ascribe to South
Africa after returning from a tour of this exciting country. Innumerable tourists search for cheap
flights to South Africa to explore a country that has some incredibly beautiful cities like
Johannesburg, Durban and Capetown in its fold.

While touring South Africa you cannot ignore a trip to its Black Townships like Langa, Newton and
similar such places that will give you an insight into South Africaâ€™s dark history. Though the country
has come a long way from its Apartheid past but touring these townships will take you back in time.

Few countries in the world come close to South Africa in terms of the sheer diversity of experiences
that one gets to see in this city. Its bustling metropolitan cities highlight the evolution of a country
from an apartheid ridden country to an international city that is at par with the best in the world.

After you have booked your flights to South Africa, it would be a sensible idea to start your tour of
South Africa from Johannesburg that is quite akin to Mumbai or New York. The city welcomes
visitors from all corners of the globe with open arms and you wonâ€™t even find a hint of racial
discrimination in this city. Another interesting aspect of Johannesburg is its vibrant nightlife that can
be experienced in scores of resto-bars, discotheques that come to life after sundown. Wherever you
go, you will be entertained to the beats of indigenous African music called Kwaito that is a hit
amongst locals and tourists alike.

South Africaâ€™s rich wildlife heritage also proves to be a major draw amongst tourists worldwide who
come to explore the abundant flora and fauna that abounds in this country. Here you can find wild
animals living in their natural habitat in Aquariums, Ovaries, National Parks, Game Reserves and
Bird sanctuaries.

Shopping in South Africa is also an incredible experience. You will find a lot of souvenirs and
mementoes in the road side shops and upscale establishments that abound in this country.

South Africa in my opinion has something for everyone and offers great value for money to budget
travelers looking for exciting holiday deals. We suggest, you donâ€™t procrastinate any longer and
request your travel agent to get you an exciting flight deal to South Africa. Whatever is your budget
and preference, one thing is sure, once you have been to South Africa, you will yearn to return to
this country for a long time to come.
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John Wood - About Author:
The author has traveled extensively around Africa and offers handy tips about booking a Cheap
Flights, a flights to South Africa He regularly writes for this column .
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